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Abstract: - Cloning is a very serious threat in the Internet of 

Things (IoT), owing to the simplicity for an attacker to 

gather configuration and authentication credentials from  a 

non-tamper-proof node, and  replicate it in the  network. In 

this  paper,  we   propose  MDSClone,  a novel  clone  

detection method based on multidimensional        scaling        

(MDS). MDSClone   appears  to   be   very   well suited to 

IoT scenarios, as it: 1) detects clones without  the need  to 

know the geographical   positions   of   nodes;   2) unlike 

prior methods, it can be applied  to hybrid   networks  that    

comprise   both static and  mobile  nodes, for  which  no 

mobility   pattern  may   be   assumed a priori. Moreover, a 

further  advantage of MDSClone is that  3) the core  part  of 

the detection  algorithm  can  be  parallelized, resulting in an 

acceleration of the whole detection mechanism. Our 

thorough analytical and  experimental evaluations 

demonstrate  that   MDSClone   can achieve a 100% clone  

detection probability.   Moreover,  we  propose several   

modifications   to   the   original MDS calculation,  which  

lead  to  over  a 75% speed up  in large  scale scenarios. The 

demonstrated efficiency of MDSClone proves that  it is a 

promising method towards a practical clone detection design 

in IoT. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Internet of Things (IoT) is an  emerging networking 

paradigm, in which a large number of interconnected 

devices communicate  with  each other   to facilitate 

communications between people   and   objects.   For   

example,   a smart city is composed of several smart 

sectors,  such as  smart homes,  smart hospitals, and smart 

cars, which are significant   applications   of   IoT.   In   a 

smart home  scenario,  each IoT  gadget is equipped with 

embedded sensors and wireless  communication  

capabilities. The sensors are able to gather environmental 

information and communicate  with  each other,  as well as 

the house owner  and  a central monitoring system. In a  

smart hospital scenario, which could be implemented 

using body  sensor networks (BSN), patients wear  

implantable sensors that collect  body  signals  and  send 

the  data to a local or remote database for further analysis. 

As another example, in a smart traffic   scenario  

embedded sensors  in cars are  able  to  detect accident  

events or traffic information, and collaboratively exchange 

such  information.  In  current MOSN  applications,  nodes 

can   collect real  ID  based encountering information 

easily  since  neighbor  nodes communicate with real  IDs 

directly.  We define   two   nodes as  neighbor  nodes 

when they are within the communication range   of   each  

other.   However,  when using real  IDs directly, the  

disclosure of node  ID to neighbor nodes would create 

privacy and security concerns. For example,  a   malicious  

node   can   first know  the  IDs of some central nodes or 

nodes with  specific interests. Then, as shown  in  Figure   

1(a),  when   neighbor nodes communicate with real IDs, a 

malicious node  can easily identify attack targets   from    

neighbors   and    launch attacks to degrade  the   system   

performance  or steal important documents. Further, 

without  protection, malicious nodes can also easily sense 

the encountering between nodes for attacks. 

 

On account of  their  restricted features and  capabilities,  

IoT  devices  are vulnerable  to  several  security  threats. 

For example, IoT devices could easily be captured, leading  

to a 

clone  attack (also known  as a node replication  attack). In  

such a  scenario, the  captured device   is  reprogrammed, 

cloned, and  placed back  in the  network. Moreover, in 

special cases (e.g., misconfiguration or production by 

untrusted  manufacturers   with adversarial intentions) 

devices that  are supposed to be trusted can  cause clone 

attacks. A clone  attack is extremely harmful, because the 

clones with legitimate credentials will be considered as 

legitimate  devices.  Therefore,  such clones can easily 

perform various malicious activities in the  network, such 

as launching an insider attack (e.g., blackhole   attack)  

and   injecting    false data leading  to hazards in an IoT 

 

Problem  Statement. While  there   exists fairly extensive 

literature on clone  attack detection approaches in WSNs, 

this remains   an    open    problem   when    it comes to 

IoT scenarios. In particular, compared with conventional 

WSNs, two unique     characteristics    of    IoT 

environment make  the  establishment of clone  detection 

schemes in IoT a more challenging issue. First, there  is a 

lack of accurate geographical position information for the 

devices. For instance, the devices embedded in smart cars 

are likely to derive their location information via the car 

navigation system, i.e., geographical positioning system 

(GPS), while  the  devices  in  a  smart home   or BSN are 

unlikely to have embedded GPS capability, owing to its 

high energy consumption and extra hardware 

requirements. Second, IoT networks are hybrid   networks  

composed  of   both static  and   mobile   devices  without   
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a priori mobility pattern (they can be static or moving with 

high or low velocity), e.g., a patient carrying  wearable 

sensors and living   in   a    smart   home.   Wearable 

devices could  be  considered as mobile nodes,  because 

the  patient  may  move around, while  most of  the  

devices in a smart home   are  immobile. In fact, IoT nodes  

are   relocatable,   without    an   a priori mobility pattern 

(they can be static, moving with high velocity, or moving 

slowly). Although  some of  the  existing clone  detection 

methods for mobile networks could be applied  to hybrid 

networks (composed of both  stationary and mobile  

devices), these suffer from a certain detection probability  

degradation. In  what   follows,  we   explain   how   we 

address these challenges and  advance the   state-of-the-art   

solutions   in detecting clone attacks. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

 

In recent years, owing  to the  increasing interest in 

adopting WSNs in several applications, there  has been  a 

surge of interest  in  providing  WSN-specific security 

solutions, amongst which clone attack  detection  has  

attracted significant attention. In this section, we review 

the clone  detection methods that are most closely related 

to our work, and clarify  the  difference  between our 

proposal and the existing related work. 

 

Researchers have proposed several classifications     for     

clone     detection  approaches based on the  required 

information (i.e., location-based or location-independent),     

detection methods (i.e., centralized, distributed, or 

partially distributed), and supporting network  type (i.e., 

mobile or static networks). Our proposed MDSClone 

approach   falls   in    the    category   of location-

independent   centralized methods supporting hybrid  

(both  static and  mobile)  networks. We believe  that the  

centralized  nature of  MDSClone  is not  a  drawback,  

considering  the emerging municipality-scale IoT 

networking technologies such as NarrowBand-Internet of 

Things (NB-IoT) and  LoRaWAN. Indeed, a centralized 

security monitoring solution is perfectly inline  with  the  

hierarchical architecture fostered  by  such  technologies,  

which are currently  being supported by key players,  

including   among others  Cisco and Orange.  For 

instance, the current LoRaWAN deployment being  

developed in the  city of Rome  concentrates all IoT 

sensor traffic  collected  by several  tens of   radio   

stations   spread  across  the whole of the Rome 

municipality and relevant neighbors in a (logically)  

single centralized network  server, which therefore   

appears   to    be    a    natural candidate to further  host 

anomaly detection  approaches  such  as MDSClone. 

In the case of static networks, a popular approach for 

detecting clones is witness finding.   In  essence,  the   idea   

behind witness finding  is that  the  existence of clones 

must lead  to  location conflicts. More  specifically, each 

node  u collects the location information, L(v), of its 

neighboring nodes, e.g., v, and sends the collected   

location   claims   hv;L(v)i   to some selected nodes. 

Nodes receiving two  location claims with the  same ID v, 

but with two distinct locations, will serve as witness 

nodes, and  witness the location conflict.  The witness 

finding strategy  not  only detects the  existence of  clones, 

but  also identifies the  clone IDs. 

 

A  network-wide  broadcast  is  the simplest way to find a 

witness, but  this incurs a prohibitive communication cost. 

In,   the   authors  proposed  two approaches, randomized 

multicast (RM) and   line-selected  multicast  (LSM),  in 

order    to   reduce  the    communication costs of network-

wide  broadcasts. Two other    approaches   proposed   in,   

i.e., single deterministic cell  (SDC) and parallel multiple 

probabilistic cells (P- MPC), share the  same spirit as RM 

and LSM. However, SDC and P-MPC are only efficient  

when  the network  is partitioned into cells. Compared 

with the aforementioned  approaches,  the protocol  

proposed in,  i.e.,  the randomized, efficient, and 

distributed (RED) protocol, provides an  almost- perfect  

guarantee  of  clone   detection. RED utilizes a  special 

centralized broadcasting device,  such as a satellite and  

UAV,  in  order  to  periodically broadcast the  node  IDs 

responsible for detecting particular conflicting location 

claims.  In  another study,  Zhang   et  al. proposed four  

clone  detection methods that  take  advantage of double  

ruling and the Bloom filter. Recently, Dong et al. proposed  

the   low-storage   clone detection (LSCD) method, taking  

into account the  memory requirements and residual 

energies of nodes. An inherent weakness among all of the 

witness finding-based approaches is the assumption  of  

the  knowledge  of location information available for  each 

node.   A couple  of  solutions  take alternative approaches 

to detect clones, such as the  social fingerprint, 

predistributed keys,  and  random clustering methods. 

 

In  the  case of mobile  sensor networks, by  using  a  

simple  challenge-and- response  strategy,  XED  presents  

the first distributed clone  detection method for mobile  

networks. However, it is vulnerable to collusions of the 

cloned nodes. EDD is a  distributed clone detection 

method based on the discrepancy  between  the   

distributions of the numbers of encounters with clone and  

ordinary  nodes. In   a  base station (BS) collects the  

geographical positions of  nodes,  looking   for  a  clone   

moving with  a  speed exceeding  the  pre- configured 

speed limit. In, the same idea is employed, but the 

ordinary nodes play the role filled by the BS in. 

 

We  argue   that, although most existing clone   detection  

methods proposed for mobile   networks  could   be   

applied   to hybrid  networks as  well,  this  adoption will 

degrade the  security and  clone detection   probability.    

The   clone detection methods for mobile  networks that    

do   not    (fully)   rely   on   velocity violations  include  

XED, EDD, TDD,  SDD-LC, SDD-LWC, and  HIP-HOP. 

The reason that  XED and EDD suffer from a security 

degradation when applied  to hybrid networks is  that  

clones  that  are  aware of  the   positions  of  static  nodes  

can either  choose not  to enter  the  proximity of  static  

nodes,  or  to  enter   at  certain time  slots. If so, static 

nodes in XED do not  have  a  chance to  exchange secret 
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information with different clones. Moreover, in EDD the  

number of  times that  each static node   will encounter a 

clone 3 node  will be controlled by clones. Therefore, if 

clones adopt the above evasion strategy, then only the 

mobile nodes  (rather    than    both    static   and mobile   

nodes)  will  be   able   to  detect clones, reducing the  

probability  of clone detection.   On   the    other    hand,   

the detection effectiveness of TDD, SDD-LC, and  SDD-

LWC  partly  relies  on  whether each node  encounters a 

particular node too  many  times (similarly to EDD). As a 

consequence, if the clones adopt the above-mentioned 

evasion strategy, then the   detection  capabilities  of  the   

TDD, SDD-LC,   and   SDD-LWC   methods  will also be  

degraded. In addition, the  HIP- HOP approach detects 

clones based on the  fact  that  if two  witness nodes are 

either   one-hop   or   two-hop   neighbors, then   either   

the   witness  nodes  or  the node  connecting two witness 

nodes will find the location conflict  of clones. However,  

if  witness  nodes  far   away from   each  other   happen  

to   both   be static,  then   they   have   no   chance  of 

being  either  one-hop  or  two-hop neighbors, thus 

reducing the  probability of clone detection. 

 

3. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 

3.1 EXISTING MODEL 

While  there   exists  fairly  extensive literature on clone  

attack detection approaches in  WSNs,  this  remains  an 

open  problem when it comes to IoT scenarios. In 

particular, compared with conventional WSNs, two unique 

characteristics of IoT environment make the establishment 

of clone detection schemes  in   IoT   a   more    

challenging issue. 

 

3.1.1   Drawbacks 

First, there  is a lack of accurate geographical  position   

information   for the devices. 

 

3.2 PROPOSED SYSTEM 

we propose MDSClone, a novel clone detection 

mechanism for IoT environments. MDSClone specifically 

circumvents the two major above- mentioned issues that  

emerge in IoT scenarios  by          adopting  a 

multidimensional scaling (MDS) algorithm. 

 

We  propose a  clone  detection method that  does not  rely  

on  geographic positions of nodes. Instead, by adopting 

the MDS algorithm, we generate the network  map  based 

on the relative neighbor-distance information of the nodes. 

 

3.2.1   Advantages Of Proposed System 

Our proposed MDSClone method is capable of 

detecting clones in the network   based on  topology  

distortion, without   considering  any   specific mobility 

pattern. 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2.2 Flow Diagram 

 

 
 

4.0 METHODOLOGY 

 

Network Model 

We consider an IoT network  as a hybrid network  

consisting 

of  two  main   entities:  1)  n  static  and mobile nodes 

with unique  IDs: ID 2 f1; : : : 

;  ng; and  2)  a  base station (BS). Each IoT device  

periodically  measures its distance with its neighboring 

nodes, and sends the  information to  the  BS. In our 

system model, the BS is in charge of executing our 

proposed MDSClone algorithm  and  locating  the  

“clones”  (for a definition  please refer  to Section III-B) 

in the network. In particular, the BS periodically  receives 

neighboring information  for  each node   in  the network, 

and  constructs a location map (based only on the  

information received from   the   nodes)  in   order   to   

detect clones (we explain the details of the MDSClone   

algorithm  in  Section  V-A). The BS executes MDSClone 

offline, and each  generated location  map   is dedicated to 

a snapshot of the  network at time t. The main idea in our 

proposed method is that  at time t, a node  x cannot have   

two   different  sets of  neighbors, which  means that  x  

cannot be  in  two different  locations  of   the   network   

at time  t. In our  network  model, we  make the following 

assumptions: 

We  assume that   nodes are  not “necessarily” 

aware of their exact geographical  position.  This  

assumption is  based on  the  following  two  factors 

explained in the  existing literature: i) As explained  in,  

using  GPS   is  costly  in terms of  energy   and  the  

requirements for  extra  hardware, and  ii) researchers 

believe   that   GPS-based  positioning  is not  efficient   in  

indoor  scenarios. Therefore, we assume that  some nodes 

(e.g.,  smartphones) may  be  GPS- enabled,  and   others 

(e.g.,  home appliances)  may  not.  Hence,  our proposed 

method does not  rely on geographical positions of nodes. 

This assumption is to address the  first challenge   that   

we   mentioned   in   the“Problem  Statement”  Section,  

i.e.,  lack of accurate geographical position information of 

the devices. 
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We  assume  that   mobile   nodes are    moving     

without     any    particular mobility     pattern.    This     

assumption makes our network  model  more  realistic, 

because the  mobility  patterns of nodes (e.g., wearable 

sensors) in IoT scenarios are  unpredictable,  as explained  

in.  We make  this ssumption to consider the second 

challenge that  we  mentioned in the the “Problem 

Statement” Section, i.e., IoT networks are hybrid networks 

composed of both static and mobile devices without  a 

priori mobility pattern. 

We also assume that  IoT devices are capable of 

enacting short-range device-to-device communication (as 

explained in). Therefore, each node  can measure its  

distance  from  its neighboring nodes via  radio  signal 

strength (RSS) or  time  of  arrival  (ToA) (as 

comprehensively discussed in). Although   the   estimated  

distances  are not   perfectly  accurate,  they  are sufficient  

for  our  approach.  We  make this assumption, as in our 

proposed approach,    each   IoT    device     should 

periodically   measure  its  distance  with its neighboring 

nodes and  send to  the BS. 

We  assume that   the  BS  knows the  geographic 

positions of IoT devices at the very beginning (only 

during the initialization   of  the  network). However, after  

the  network  deployment, the  BS is no longer  aware of 

the  positions of the devices. We make  this assumption 

because the  setup and  deployment  of IoT devices in the  

network  are  generally performed by the  network  

designer, and so it  is  reasonable  to  adopt such  an 

assumption. This assumption helps the BS in detecting 

and  locating the  clone nodes  by  comparing   the   

constructed location    map     by    the     information 

received from the nodes and the original network  map. 

We  also  assume  that   there   exists  a loose time  

synchronization between the nodes1, and  the  network  

operation time is  divided  into  time   intervals,  each  of 

which  has the  same length.  These assumptions are in 

line with other  clone detection methods]. We make  this 

assumption  since  each  generated location map  is 

dedicated to a snapshot of the network  at time t. 

 

We  assume  that   the   exchanged messages are  digitally  

signed2  before being  sent out, unless stated otherwise. 

We have studied the practicality and efficiency  of   such  

operations  in.  We make  this assumption to ensure the  

confidentiality and accuracy of the exchanged neighboring 

information, based on which the location map  will be 

generated. 

 

Attack Model 

 

IoT  devices  are  usually  considered  not to   be   tamper-

resistant  [34].  In  other words,  the   stored  security  

credentials can   all  be  extracted in  the  case of  a device    

bein   compromised.   Moreover, the  adversary can  

compromise a device immediately after  the  node  

deployment. No  secure  bootstrapping  time   is available.    

Thus,    the    adversary   can access all of  the  legitimate  

credentials of   the   compromised  devices.  In  this paper, 

we consider an  adversary that  is capable of performing 

“clone attack”, meaning that  they  are  able  to  fabricate 

compromised   devices   and   store  the legitimate 

credentials from the compromised devices inside several 

fabricated devices, which  is (consistent with  related  

work  on   clone   detection such as). A compromised 

node, as well as the  fabricated  nodes that  have  the same 

ID and  credentials as the compromised node, are called 

clones. Clones  can   communicate  and   collude with  

each other, attempting to  subvert the  detection 

functionality in a  stealthy manner. It should be noted that  

we only consider    cloning     attacks,    and     we assume 

there  is no concurrent “node compromise” attack, 

meaning that no other  nodes (beyond the clones) act  in a 

malicious manner. 

 

Multidimensional Scaling 

 

Multidimensional scaling (MDS) is a hyperspace 

embedding technique, through which pairwise distances 

are 

fit  into  a  set of  coordinates  with  the preservation of 

distance 

restrictions. More concretely, MDS takes a  distance 

matrix  D as input, which  is formed from  the  distances 

between all pairs  of nodes. The output of MDS is  a set of 

coordinates created using only D. 
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4.2 SAMPLE OUTPUT  
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6.    CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper, we have proposed a clone detection 

solution, called MDSClone,  based on  the 

multidimensional  scaling  (MDS) algorithm for a 

heterogeneous IoT environment.    We    have     taken     

into account the specific features of IoT devices in 

designing MDSClone, i.e., unawareness of geographical 

positions, the  possibility of  being  both  static and 

mobile,   and    the    lack   of   a   specific mobility 

pattern. We showed (in Table  I) that   compared with  the  

existing  clone detection methods, MDSClone  provides an  

outstanding approach, because it is the first method that  

supports hybrid networks,  while  its  memory cost  is  of 

order   O(1),  its  communication  cost is affordable,  and  

it  is  a  location- independent method. Moreover, we 

showed  that   the  clone   detection probability  of 

MDSClone is almost 100%, and the MDS calculation 

algorithm could be parallelized, leading  to a shorter 

detection  delay.  Therefore,  considering all of its 

advantages, we believe that MDSClone could  be 

considered as a superior candidate for clone  detection in 

real-world IoT scenarios. However, in the case of  dense 

network   topologies,  our proposal may  impose a 

communication overhead on  the  network. Therefore, in 

future  work  we  aim  to  provide  a distributed version of 

MDSClone for IoT scenarios. 
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